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Provocation No. 284 
The Caspian Sea Rises

Academician Georgii Golitsyn, head of the Climate Division of the 
Institute for Atmospheric Physics in Moscow has just been here at NCAR and is 
now with Carl Hodges and colleagues at Environmental Research Lab and with 
Mark Nelson, Kathy Dyhr and the others at Biosphere II. George, in addition 
to his scientific distinctions, is a member of the governing Praesidium of the 
Soviet Academy. He is also a leader in fluid dynamics research in the USSR, 
and a prominent figure in research on problems of the environment, including 
climate change. While at NCAR he gave two seminars, one quite technical, and 
one quite popular on the climate of the past and future, and the prospects 
for continuing sea level rises that are now going on in the Caspian Sea.
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One of the great enigmas about the future of the greenhouse warming in 
the USSR is whether the rainfall and snowfall in the heartland of Soviet Asia 
will increase or decrease in the coming 50 years as the greenhouse effect 
mounts. Some Russian experts, including the pioneer of Soviet greenhouse 
studies Michael Budyko, reasoning by analogy from three prehistoric climate 
warmings, argue for a future rise of precipitation in the principal 
agricultural lands of European Asia, Western Siberia and Middle Asia. Most 
American and other experts, relying principally on mathematical model 
simulations, expect things to become drier, as also they expect to be the 
case in the wheat and corn belts of US.

If Budyko and associates are right, and if the past cl imates portend the 
future, one might argue that the greenhouse effect will benefit agriculture 
in the USSR. If the modelers are right, the warming will hurt both Soviet 
and American agriculture. The issue has become a sometimes contentious 
matter in deliberations of the official US-USSR Bilateral environment study 
groups as they work on a report on probable future climate, as requested by 
Gorbachev and Reagan at the December 1988 Summit meeting in Washington.

George spoke about the Volga River drainage and the Caspian Sea. The 
Volga supplies 75% of the Sea's runoff. If Budyko is right, one scenario 
prevails. If the others are right, a very different one applies. George has 
recently co-authored a paper analysing trends of the past century in the 
Caspian and speculating about the future.

He points out that experts in USSR and elsewhere agree that the world as 
a whole is warming, and that the ocean level has risen by nearly 20 cms over 
the past century. The global changes of precipitation are less well known, 
especially region by region. Soil moisture is the critical factor for 
agriculture and this depends both on precipitation and evaporation. The 
latter clearly rises with temperature. Extensive measurements of soil 
moisture have been made every ten days for up to 25 years in USSR at over 
3,000 stations and of these some 60 are in land areas where the terrain and 
cropping has not been changed over 15 to 25 years, as in National Parks.
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Strangely, the trends -for this period analysed by Budyko's colleague 
Vinnikov, show increased soil moisture, while the model runs by Manabe in US 
show decreased moisture. Thus, there is some doubt in USSR over the validity 
o-f the model predictions. It may be that that the greenhouse warming will 
benefit agriculture. One cannot yet be sure. In my own view it is a key 
question to be resolved by further research.

With specific respect to the Caspian over the past 100 years, the level 
rose or fell in close correspondence to the runoff into the Sea and 
evaporation from the Sea based on precipitation and temperature. From 1930 
to 1940 the Sea level fell 1.75 meters. From 1978 to now it rose 1.5 meters. 
The reasons appear to be meteorological. In the thirties the runoff was less 
and the evaporation greater, lowering the level. Both factors reversed in 
recent years.

Budyko and colleagues, using past climates as an analog, expect the 
Caspian to rise by 5 meters over coming years. This would have drastic 
implications economically, affecting perimeter land areas, fisheries, and 
many other segments of the economy. The drastic Aral Sea decline, farther 
East, he said is a very different matter. There, irrigation for agriculture, 
not precipitation or temperature, is the cause.

Golitsyn said that heated discussions now occur in the USSR, since 
G1 asriost, over water diversion issues in the Volga and other rivers, and over 
other ecological concerns. In the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
environmental issues have been strongly debated in recent years— but now with 
the other economic issues so pressing, these matters have fallen to secondary 
interest. It will be fascinating to follow the story in coming years!
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